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Review
Isaac Stern Recital
By Andrea Corbett and Lynne Fortin
Even for those not generally 
fond of violin music, the Isaac 
Stern concert Tuesday night was 
a rare tr^at. The combination of 
a carefully selected program and 
consistently masterful execution 
gave the audience some of the 
finest moments of this year’ s 
Blue and White series.
The Geminiani Sonata’ s An­
dante provided a poignant begin­
ning aptly contrasted by the 
vibrant Allegroes which followed, 
and assured the listeners of a 
high caliber performance to fol­
low. Later Mr. Stern more than 
proved his technical facility in 
the Bach. His clarity and preci­
sion of expression made the in­
strument itself speak to the au­
dience. This was especially no­
ticeable in the intricate scale- 
work of the Courante, at the end 
of which the audience applauded.
For those exhausted by the 
seriousness of the Bach, the pro­
gram next offered the romantic 
appeal of Dvorak. The four sec­
tions included everything from a 
soul - searching melody in the 
first, to a quiet syncopation in 
the last, with double bowing and 





UNH students have pledged 
$35,025 to the Centennial Fund 
Drive. Returns from commuters, 
extension and graduate students 
are not all in yet.
“ I would like to sincerely thank 
the student body for their co ­
operation in support of the Cen­
tennial program,” said Sam Cady, 
co-chairman ofthe student money 
raising drive for Centennial 
Fund.
The Hon. Sinclair Weeks, gen­
eral chairman of the Fund, added 
“ It is hoped that during the next 
academic year construction will 
begin on the Center.”
Approximately $34,500 has 
been pledged by on-campus stu­
dents. As of Jan. 12, 1,599 con­
tributions had been received.
E x t e n s i o n ,  commuter and 
graduate students are still con­
tributing.
Alumni and faculty are soon to 
be asked for their financial sup­
port.
Cady said that there was no 
particular goal set when the stu­
dent drive began but that the 
money raising fund for the orig­
inal Student Union was used as a 
model. Mr. Weeks was pleased 
with student reponse to the Fund.
A regional center for continu­
ing education and a new building 
for the Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics are 
planned.
Students were asked to pledge 
over a six semester period. Stu­
dents will be expected to give 1/6 
of the total pledge at the begin­
ning of each semester as apart of 
their tuition bill.
In a modern vein, Mr. Stern 
played Three Preludes by Shos­
takovich. Here, even the most 
serious listener could not help 
chuckle, or at least smile, at 
the delightful use of dissonances.
Finally, Pepetuum Mobile, or 
Perpetual Motion, by Ravel lived 
completely up to its title, mak­
ing an effective climax and finale 
to a technically superb concert.
Although Mr. Stern’ s person­
ality did not reach the audience 
as did those of some other re­
cent performers his inner emo­
tion, his complete feeling for the 
music, were betrayed in his ex­
pression. It should also be men­
tioned that the entire professional 
coherence of the concert could 
never have been achieved without 
the great skill and understanding 
o f the accompanist, Alexander 
Zakin. With the exception of a 
single measure in the Adagio of 
the Beethoven, he and Mr. Stern 
spoke in perfect accord.
If there were flaws, they were 
of little import, and the evening, 




“Racial prejudice? At the University ofNewHampshire?How 
silly.” That’ s what one housemother said. She then went on to 
say, “But, please don’ t use my name or quote me - you know how 
it is .”
Do the Negro students feel any prejudice? One African said, 
“Yes, definitely. It’ s not the naked, open prejudice you find in 
the South. Here it’ s hidden behind phony smiles, but I feel it, 
it’ s here.”
Another African student said, “It’ s fine as long as you don’ t 
date white girls. If you do, watch out, the boys don’t like it.” 
One Negro student told of specific examples. “Last summer 
two American Negro boys from the South were going to summer 
school here. They lived at an apartment house. Once, they made 
a mistake and invited two white girls to visit them. The mana­
ger went to the police - the boys were transferred to a dorm.” 
Another Negro boy said, “It’ s not just the students. Some pro­
fessors are just as bad. One I had last year - he’d never answer 
my questions when I went for help after class. Finally I stopped 
going.”
One African boy had to whisper into the phone to tell me his 
views. He was afraid boys in his dorm would hear him. 
“ People ask me, is there prejudice at the University of New 
Hampshire. They want me to answer that things are beautiful 
here. Things aren’t beautiful here, and yes, there is prejudice. 
It’ s not the open kind-it’ s the quiet subtle kind, but it’ s here.” 
Several students I talked to didn’ t wish to comment because 
they didn’t want to stir things up. But the last boy I talked to 
said, “Yes, there’ s prejudice and I just wish the people around 
here would be more honest about it. The hypocrisy and phoniness 
really makes me sick. It’ s about time people realized that 
the University of New Hampshire isn’ t perfect in its treatment 
and attitudes towards prejudice. People should know.”
People should know.
Pot by Vivika and Otto Heino now on display in Gallery A, 
PCAC Photo by Burleigh
Centennial Fund Report
Total pledged: $33.314.00— 1569 students pledged on campus 
1,711.00—CJom., Ext. and Grad, students
$35,025.00—All returns not in
Sororities — Phi Mu 94% participation
Alpha Chi Omega 90%
Ohi Omega 89%
Fraternities — Lamlbda Chi Alpha 83% participation
Kappa Sigma 82%
Alpha Tau Omega 82%













“We must be capable of oper­
ating in space or we may find 
ourselves not operating at all. 
It’ s a chance I don’ t want to take.”
The tall, red-haired man is 
used to taking chances.
Russell L. Schweikart, a Uni­
ted States astronaut, emphasized^ 
the defensive, economic and* 
scientific benefits of the NASA 
manned spacecraft program to 
University of New Hampshire 
students in a lecture and press 
conference Tuesday.
“ If we can’ t hack it (the compe­
tition with Russia) we’ re dead,” 
Schweikart said bluntly.
He added that he did not advo­
cate any crash space program, 
but “ a continuous program on a 
graduated step basis.”
He said that although it might be 
possible for us to reach the moon 
sooner if we were less concerned 
with the safety factor, that the 
Tong range goals ofthe program 
would suffer.
“ There are two sides in 
volved,” Schwiekart commented. 
“ Ope, that we can’ t go fast enough, 
that the scientists have stuuied 
the problems to death, and the 
other that we must plan each step 
causiously, carefully.”
Schweikart, 29, and father of 
five, outlined briefly the past, 
present and future of U.S. space 
programs, especially the man- 
in-space programs of the Apollo, 
Mercury and Gemini programs.
“ Our plans since the launching 
of the Sputnik by the USSR are. a 
response to the challenges of the 
Russians. If we can’ t meet that 
challenge, we are going down. I’d 
at least like to make a bloody 
good try at it,” the astronaut 
said.




Vote Niondoy On 
Unlimited 'Ones'
By 5ae Williamson
The proposals for new hours 
for women will be voted on by 
the Women’ s Rules Committee of 
the Student Senate Monday night. 
The proposals were drawn up by 
a special group of students chosen 
to consider the present rules and 
to make alterations.
The proposals are:
1. Sunday through Thursday 
evenings
That permissions for Fresh­
men and Sophomore girls be ex­
tended to 11:00 p.m.
That permissions for Junior 
and Senior girls be extended to 
12;00 p.m.
That l i b r a r y  permissions 
should be made available to all 
girls on these evenings.
That the doors be open to 
12:00. Men are allowed in until 
11:00 p.m.
2. Friday and Saturday eve­
nings
That all girls be given un­
limited 1:00 a.m. permissions.
That the dorms stay open until 
1:00 a.m. with men allowed until 
1:00 a.m.
3. Major Weedends (both Fri­
day and Saturday evenings)
All major weekends shall con­
stitute 2:00 a.m. permissions for 
all girls.
Doors shall stay open until 
2:00 a.m. with men allowed in 
until 2:00 a.m.
4. Night following vacation
All girls receive 12:00 per­
missions.
Doors to be opened to 12:00 
with men allowed in until 12:00
The propsals will be voted on 
in blocs of four, according to 
Terry Andrews, Chairman of the 
Women’ s Rules Committee. The 
first bloc concern hours on 
(Continued on page 9)
GOP Leader 
HereWednesday
The executive director of the 
New Hampshire Republican State 
Committee will speak to the 
Young Republican Club here at 
7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 20.
Bert F. Teague of Nashua, who 
was an assistant to the late U.S. 
Sen. Styles Bridges and to former 
Gov. Hugh Gregg, a 1939 gradu­
ate of the University of New 
Hampshire, will speak in the Car- 
roll Room of Memorial Union. He 
was Republican State Committee 
director since mid-1964.
The meeting is open to the 
public.
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE received a letter signed “ The 
Resister.”  The last sentence was, “ You have my permission to 
print this if  you dare.”
It is up to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE to print or withhold 
letters that are received. However, we try to publish all letters 
that pertain to the material in previous NEW HAMPSHIRES 
and have an interest to the campus.
We do not print letters that are not signed by the writer. 
We will withhold names upon request, but will not publish the 
letter unless the name is there.
I f the writer o f the letter signed “ The Resister”  wants to 
have the letter published he will have to let THE NEW 




The ineptitude recently demon­
strated by our student govern­
ment has prompted me to think 
that perhaps a serious appraisal 
of our system is in order.
Like too many schools, our 
student government is simply the 
most feasible and the most pas­
sive, it is both ineffectual and in­
offensive. It consists of deans 
of students, of administrative en­
forcement and of unequivocal 
rules, which add up to a rather 
unreactive but compatible mix­
ture. What I find objectionable 
about this is that it places the 
school in a continuously defen-' 
sible position, the faculty is not 
bothered, either directly or in­
directly, with student behavior 
and the students are left free to 
devote the whole of their intelli­
gence and felicity to encompass­
ing administrative decrees.
Where then, is the opportunity 
for individual growth in a sense 
of public responsibility, or isn’ t 
this a function of a university, or 
should this be learned during our; 
vacations while toasting in the. 
New Year? Secure though this 
system may be, I think something 
valuable could be experienced in 
our four years of college if this 
were to be abandoned, and the stu­
dents of UNH allowed to exploit 
the rich educational possibilities 
of a true self government.
A mature self government will 
impose upon the students self 
restraint, and it is though this 
self restraint that the rules will 
be enforced and accepted, and 
more than that, they will be ac­
cepted because we have thought 
them through responsibly and 
realize their necessity. If we 
think intelligently about this pro­
posal, the unavoidable conclu­
sion that we would come to, 
would be that we would establish 
modes of behavior that would not 
deviate to any great degree from 
those reached by an intelligent 
and realistic dean. The impor­
tance of this would be that we 
have reached these conclusions 
ourselves and have thus partici­





Your article “ Why Kill?” was 
excellent. It is time there was a 
change in men’ s minds and the 
gunner as no longer a hero. 
A big strong man bringing home a 
dead rabbit or squirrel looks 
pretty silly. As for deer, ifthere 
is an over population in some 
areas that is for the Fish & Game 
to remove, as man has eliminated 
their natural predators.
Mrs. May Berry
Letters To The Editor
Machines
To the Editor:
It should be apparent, even to 
passive observers, that our so­
ciety has undergone a tremendous 
technological change within the 
past fifty years. This has been 
greatly' evidenced by the in­
creased productivity in man-hour 
output, which has resulted di­
rectly from labor-saving ma­
chinery of the “ automation age.” 
More recently electronic data 
processing (EDP), by high speed 
computers, has opened up a whole 
new avenue of increasing and ex­
tending man’ s capabilities. This 
is best explained by the ability 
of EDP to absorb, process, and 
display the results of vast quan­
tities of collected data almost in 
stantaneously. That this could be 
achieved by conventional methods 
is preposterous and would be 
exorbitant. To negate the poten­
tial of EDP in this rapidly ad­
vancing technological age without 
fully considering its implications 
is both unrealistic and naive.
However, coincidental wi t h  
technological advancement has 
been a rise of individuality in 
tastes and objectives that natur­
ally flows from educational ad­
vancement in a more highly 
sophisticated society. It also 
seems that this rise of indivi 
duality has stirred up a great deal 
of fear and furor over the utili­
zation ofEDP. The common curse 
is that the “ machine” only re­
places human efforts and elimin­
ates freedom of choice. This is 
climaxed by the fear that the 
“ machines” will ultimately dom­
inate man. This could not be far­
ther from the truth. A machine 
will do only what you make it do.
It is true that there is misuse 
of EDP. It is called “hardware 
hypnosis” and is exhibited by the 
utilization of EDP just for the 
sake of replacing human endea­
vor or by the tendency to believe 
that EDP is “ the decision-maker” 
and the use of it as such. In 
reality, though, EDP is just like 
a secretary’ s typewriter or an 
accountant’ s adding machine. 
Neither person is able to effi­
ciently and successfully perform 
his or her job without these ma­
chines. The real meaning ofEDP 
is that it extends the capabili­
ties of man’ s mind and intellect 
by efficiently reducing his paper­
work load, allowing him to more 
rapidly meet his objectives and 
more of them. It allows him more 
flexibility and the utmost in free­
dom of choice because it facili­
tates the presentation of more 
choices, if properly employed. 
This is essentially the concept 
of “ systemation” or “ intellec- 
tronics” , whichever is the pref­
erence. The classic example of 
proper use of EDP systems and 
automation is the highly success­
ful Chevrolet Division of General 
Motors Corp. In 1964 they of­
fered the public 50 different mo­
dels, almost on a custom-made 
basis. This is hardly a restric­
tion of freedom of choice.
Resistance to automation and 
EDP has taken on the form of 
strikes, sit-ins, abusive name­
calling, and various other forms 
of crude demonstrations. Its im­
petus is largely fear and its 
mechanics remind one of the 
scurry of mice at the drop of a 
hat. But the right of protest is 
necessary in a free society and 
facilitates prevention of control 
by a central authority. However, 
it should be firmly emphasized 
that regressive, hostile, unedu­
cated responses to innovations do
Rock &  Roll
To the Editor:
This letter concerns the latest 
decision by the MUSO Advisory 
Board to limit the type of records 
to be played in the Memorial 
Union’ s juke box. Was the deci­
sion settled upon by a cross- 
section of the student body or by a 
few students of some elite group? 
I do not believe the decision was 
truly representative of the entire 
student body. I’ m not trying to cut 
down persons who were instru­
mental in this decision, but to of­
fer some constructive criticism .
In the first place, the faculty 
will not have to worry about “di­
gesting their food” to the rhytim 
of the Beatles because the Faculty 
Dining Room in the Union will be 
reopened after the Christmas 
holidays. The faculty eating there 
now will be eating at Huddleston 
in the future.
The remainder of the com­
plaints has c o m e  from two 
sources: from people holding
their meetings in the Union and 
from students. In relation to the 
former group may I remind every 
one that the Union was built for 
the students and paid for, in a 
large amount, by the students. I 
believe that what the students 
want should come first. If the 
people holding their meetings 
were to close the doors, most of 
the noise would be left outside.
This leaves one group to be 
dealt with, the students who com­
plained. Now, who would raise a 
complaint against a subject? A 
person who enjoys the subject 
in question or a person who is 
bothered by said subject. Ob­
viously, the latter. Since I doubt 
2500 students complained (about 
half the enrollment), I think the 
latter group is in the minority. 
Surely, an advocate of rock and 
roll would not complain. Since 
quite a bit of this type of music 
is played, somebody apparently 
enjoys it. Rock and roll is not 
the only type of music offered; 
there is also folk music and some 
jazz. Both types are played in 
abundance.
I think all types of music should  ̂
be offered as far as possible. 
Therefore, I hope, as do most 
students at UNH, that rock and 




not improve or expedite their 
implementation or facilitate their 
critical appraisal. Activity such 
as this only impedes them and 
certainly does not serve any 
useful function to anybody, ex­
cept those that protest for the 
sake of protesting. It takes very 
little to incite mice to run all 
over a house at night, but their 
frailty is demonstrated by the 
hours they keep and the function 
they serve.
Perhaps the importance of a 
sound understanding of these 
concepts is not immediately ap­
parent to most. Intellectual or 
academic perception is in part a 
function of maturity. Naturally 
there will be problems inherent 
in any “ man-machine partner­
ship” , but their solutions lie in a 
joint effort of cooperative, con­
structive measures. This has to 
be the joint efforts of university 
administration and student body, 
management and labor, govern­
ment and taxpayer, and above all, 
society and the individual. In no 
other way can man and his so­




I too have dated a Negro. In 
fact, I have dated several, each 
because I liked him as a person. 
“ But p e o p l e  didn’t like me 
much...” In one southern city I 
was stared at and followed. I 
heard a boy say to his com­
panions, “ I wish to hell I had a 
knife,” as I walked into a store 
with a Negro friend. In another 
city in a border state a bus dri­
ver swore at a Negro boy and I; 
cars nearly drove off the road 
when we walked down the street; 
and a little Negro girl pointed as 
she yelled, “White lady wif a 
Negro man.”
In my own New Hampshire town 
I have seen my mother’ s face as 
she screamed, “ I’ d rather see 
you dead than married to a 
Negro.” I have heard my father 
spew stuff about mongrelization.
To me UNH is a haven. Here I 
can express my opinions, be with 
whom I please, without a response 
of hostility or even surprise. I 
don’ t dispute the reality of this 
girl’ s experience. I know preju­
dice is here too, but I think co l­
lege students are at least more 
likely to recognize their feelings 
as prejudice, not natural law. 
They are more apt to say, “ I 
wouldn’ t, but if she does that is 
her business.”
Perhaps I am an optimist to 
feel our generation will see more 
progressive attitudes. Neverthe­
less, here I feel infinitely freer 
of the standard prejudices than 
elsewhere.
I have not signed my n%me to 
this letter. I would willingly have 
anyone at UNH know who I am, but 
my friends and relatives else­
where would be very hurt if their 





A natural disaster just hap­
pened to the war torn people of 
Vietnam. Five thousand have died 
and nearly one million are home­
less due to the unprecedented 
flood in Central Vietnam. The 
destruction in property is com ­
parable with the earthquake and 
disaster at Anchorage last win­
ter.
We, the Vietnamese students 
and our American friends are 
shaken by the almost unbelievable 
magnitude of destruction and 
suffering. Realizing the limited 
contribution that each one of us 
can make, and trusting in the 
traditional generosity of the 
American people, we write to 
seek the help of your reader.
If disaster can strike anyone 
and suffering spares no one, in 
this time of dire emergency, 
your reader’ s help in desperately 
needed. Your dollar can give that 
temporary relief to the man with­
out his farm, to the wife without 
her husband, to the child without 
his mother.
to:
Please send your contribution
i;
Mr. Nguyen Due Cuong, 
Treasurer
Box 263, Astor Station 
Boston, Massachusetts, 02123 
Nguyen Due Cong 
UNH ’ 63
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 15
Senior Pictures ( Granite)
N. H. Hall 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 16
Freshman Hockey at Colby 
2 p.m.




Field House 6 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball vs Dart­
mouth
Field House 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 17
Music Dept Student Recital
Murkland Aud. 
MUSO Sunday Night Movie 
Strafford Rm. MUB 7:30 p.m. 
“ Night o f the Quarter Moon” 
Admission Charged. 
Sunday Night Choral Group 
M121 PCAC 8 p.m.
MONDAY, JANUARY 18
Senior Pictures (Granite)
N. H. Hall 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
IVCF
HS 115 6:30 p.m.
NHOC
Grafton Room MUB 6:30 p.m.
University Calendar
Student Senate
Senate Room MUB 7 p.m. 
MIDC
Carroll Room MUB 7:30 p.m. 
Animal Industry Club 
Nesmith IHIall 116 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19
Senior Pictures (Granite)
N. H. Hall 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Durham Reelers




Freshman Basketball at St.
Anselm’s




N. H. Hall 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
TSA Basketball vs Exeter
Field House 3 p.m. 
Young Republicans 
Carroll Room MUB 7 p.m. 
Sports Car Club 
Senate Room MUB 8 p.m. 
Freshman Track at Andover 
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft 
trailer exhibition




N. H. Hall 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Christian Science 




Varsity Hockey at Providence
ART EXHIBITS
Jan. 2 -2 5  Ceramics Exhibition
Work by Otto and Vivika 
Heino, two craftsmen from the 
Rhode Island School o f Design.
Shudder Gallery Paul Arts 
Centter
Jan. 3 - Feb. 3
Photography by Jules Aarons
Jules Aarons, an atmospheric 
physicist, emphasizes people as 
subjects, rather than landscapes 
and abstract workis.
Hewitt Hall iExhibition Corridor
Jan. 5 - Feb. 12 Paintings,
Constructions, Sculptures
Oil paintings, wood and glass
Edited by Jon Shannon
construction by Martin Prekop 
and bronze sculptures by Henry 
Rollins. Both artists, whose 
work is considered a counterpart 
to the “ Pop” art revolution, are 
studying in Europe.
Small Gallery, PCAC 
NOTICE
Memorial Union Snack Bar 
is now open each morning Mon­
day through Friday at 7:45 a.m. 
The other building hours remain 
the same.
Spaulding Distinguished Lecture 
Series For 1965-66
The Unveiversity Lectures 
Committee invites suggestions 
from students and faculty for. 
Distinguished Lecturers for the 
coming year. We h>oe to con­
tinue bringing some of the best 
sdiolars and public figures to 
our campus. This year’s series 
includes Charles Malik, Stephen 
Spender, Hans Be the and Will 
Herberg,
Suggestions should be submit­
ted as soon as possible to Ronald 





Twelve faculty members have 
been granted leaves of absence 
during the 1965 - 66 academic 
year.
Granted leaves by the Univer­
sity’ s Board of Trustees for the 
full academic year are:
Donald H. Chapman, professor 
of geology, who will continue his 
comparative studies on the ef­
fects of glaciation in New Zealand 
and Norway, with visits planned 
to Oceania and Asia.
David F. Long, professor of 
history, who is considering the 
Fulbright American History lec­
tureship position at the National 
Tapieh University on Taiwan.
Miss Ruth Virginia Bell, pro­
fessor of occupational theraphy, 
who will work towards a Master’ s 
degree in psychology.
Peter Dodge, associate pro­
fessor of sociology, who has ap­
plied for grants to support so ­
ciological research projects in 
connection with Brazil.
Mrs. Phyllis D. Williamson, 
instructor in speech, who will 
study towards Doctor of Philo­
sophy degree requirements at the 
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TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING
COME TO GRANT'S a n d  h a v e
A DEUCIOUS PIZZA
Free Delivery on Campue for Orders of
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon«-FrL
PRICED FROM .90 -1.50
Bruce Grant, Managrer UNH 1949
TOWN & CAMPUS
We thought we would put something interesting 
in our ad this week but we couldn’t think of 
anything interesting— so we decided to have a 
yam sale.
Bernat Knit Worsted 4 ounce skein 
Regular $1.49 
On Sale 99c












Prompt Service on 
Repairs of All Types 
47€ Central Ave. Dover 
Telephone SH 2-5719




Movies are gaining recognition 
as a legitimate art form.
On many college campuses in 
this country they are as equally 
consumed as paperback novels. 
A recent survey story in the 
NEW YORK TIMES pointed this 
out (Jan. 10).
The distinguished European 
films imported here have cer­
tainly influenced our tastes. We 
now demand better quality from 
our movie-makers. Because of 
this demand more people are 
making movies and the Hollywood 
solons no longer exclusively leg­
islate their dollar - sign prefer­
ences. So we get a David and Lisa 
now and then.
All this new activity is chang­
ing the intent of the medium. A 
movie was made originally to 
amuse and divert its audience. 
It was entertainment in the simple 
sense - it caused time to pass 
pleasantly.
But there is a seriousness to 
films now. And when entertain­
ment becomes serious - when 
escape becomes impossible - art 
is born.
As this kind of entertainment 
has evolved toward a profounder 
criticism  and comment, involving 
societies, the old star-system 
has lost some of its importance. 
There is a repetory quality in 
modern films - outstandingly 
demonstrated by Ingemar Berg­
man’ s small acting company.
But it seems that the movie- 
script will always have a place 
for the loner. This will never 
change. There seems to be an 
indescribable need to have an 
actor realize the ideal image of 
hero to his country. That char­
ismatic appeal in an actor com ­
pletes the final empathetic sym­
pathy for the audience. This hap­
pens in film more than in any 
other art form because the pro­
tagonist is seen, not imagined, 
and seen close-up.
So what is the American hero- 
type? What movie actors do we 
remember?
There was Humphry Bogart in 
“African Queen" and James Dean 
in “Giant” . Bogart’ s picture was 
good - James Agee wrote the 
film -script. “Giant" was a hor­
rendous cliche. But there was 
one basic similarity. Bogart and 
Dean appealed enormously to the 
American audience. Both were 
t i g h t -  lipped, unpretentiously 
gusty, melancholic, and a little 
ridiculous. They possessed an 
endemically American ideal ap-







Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m. 
Sun. 12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829
proach to life; casually hopeful 
in the face of frustration and 
disaster - a kind of god-should- 
be-on-m y-side-even-if-he does 
not exist attitude. (The kind of 
attitude a writer has about him­
self.) This same reflection of 
attitudes is interesting because 
Bogart was the good guy and Dean 
was the bad guy.
It is ture, as silly as it sounds, 
that there is something we like 
to think of as peculiarly Ameri-
(Continued on page 12)
...
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ELE C TR O N IC  E N G IN E ER S— M A T H E M A T IC IA N S , A LL  DEGREE LEVELS
HI H I D rJd . m .DL
AMIEOMUtV
In an era where the frontiers of intellectual endeavor demand constant investigation, imagination must be the crux of 
motivation.
The research laboratories at the National Security Agency exemplify that rare activity where imagination and a 
look at the possibilities of tomorrow are the accepted philosophy. A glance inside these modern, well equipped labora­
tories would reveal project teams engaged in a broad spectrum of scientific investigations.
A m ong them . . .
MAJOR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DEVELOP­
MENT— Design of new antennas, transmitters, receivers 
and terminal equipment. Constructing preliminary and 
basic engineering models to demonstrate the feasibility of 
using new communications concepts, techniques and cir­
cuits. Adapting and perfecting these through the design 
of a working prototype or field test model.
COMPONENT M INIATURIZATION STUDIES —
Practical attempts, through basic design and analysis, to 
reduce the size yet improve the capability of communica­
tions and electronic data processing systems.
SYSTEMS SIMULATION STUDIES— Utilization of 
modern digital and analog computers to predict the feasi­
bility of engineering ideas and innovations.
MATHEMATICAL INVESTIGATIONS— Exploring the 
phenomena of the intermarriage of mathematics and elec­
tronics in the design of secure communications systems; 
an essential element of the complex science of cryptology.
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING— Proving the capabili­
ties of components and systems by simulating atmospheric
extremes. These tests are conducted with the latest equip­
ment capable of simulating a wide variety of environmen­
tal conditions.
For the ENGINEER and the MATHEMATICIAN, NSA 
provides a unique variety of opportunities in a NEfF di­
mension in science and technology . . .  To assure the suc­
cess of this venture, scientific employees are encouraged 
to pursue graduate studies at local universities under 
Agency sponsorship.
Representatives of the National Security Agency will 
be conducting interviews on campus on: 
Jan u ary  19, 1965
Check with your Placement Ofiice early to schedule 
an interview. For further details, write to:
Mr. Phillip M. Coffey 
College Relations Branch 
Ofiice of Personnel 
National Security Agency 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland
nsa National Security Agency Fort George G. Meade, MarylandAn Equal Opportunity Employer
WHERE IMAGINATION IS AN ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION
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University of Maine Literary Magazine Meets 
Censorship; Story ''Realistic Like Garbage”
By Peg Vreeland
The campus of the University 
of Maine at Orono last month was 
the site of a controversy similar 
to the CHAOS controversies here 
at UNH last spring and this fall.
The student literary magazine, 
SHOWCASE, was in the process 
of being printed by the University 
press. One of the employees pick­
ed up a copy of one story “ Ere­
bus” by Tony Chamberlain, read 
it, and passed it on, until it reach­
ed the director of Public Informa­
tion and Central Services.
Chamberlain’ s story is about a 
girl who allows herself to be led 
on by a fraternity man and be­
comes pregnant. “ Her boyfriend’ s 
unique method, vividly described, 
of resolving the problem leads to 
an ironic conclusion,” said the 
CAMPUS, the University news­
paper.
The advisor to the magazine. 
Dr. Carroll Terrell, told the di­
rector of Public Information to 
pull the story from the magazine 
and go on with the printing, which 
could not be delayed because of 
publication deadlines. Dr. T er­
rell felt there was not time to 
disucss the story before the va­
cation, but that it would probably
appear in the spring edition of 
SHOWCASE.
Normally the magazine is not 
subject to censorship. According 
to the CAMPUS, “ His (Terrell’ s) 
idea of an adviser is one who is 
available to give advice when ad­
vice is sought.”
The director of Public Infor­
mation had given several reasons 
to various people involved for 
pulling the story. They included:
1. The image which would have 
been projected of the University; 
students would be taking the paper 
home, parents would see the 
story.
2. The taxpayers might get 
angry enough to take the matter 
to the legislature, damaging the 
state university’ s appropria­
tions.
The question arose on campus 
whether omitting the story with­
out permission was censorship. 
The editor of the magazine said, 
“ If censorship means deletion, 
then it was censored.”
The man who pulled the story 
from the press said, “ It isacase  
of taking some time to look over 
something about which a ques­
tion has been raised.”
The student newspaper said in
an editorial, “Whether or not 
this was a case of censorship is 
a matter of definition. Officially 
the work has not been censored. 
But it has not been printed, 
either...Regardless of what it has 
been called, we consider this a, 
form of censorhsip; a violation 
of democratic and journalistic 
principles in which we whole­
heartedly believe.”
The English Department of the 
University was asked to present 
its views of the story. The three 
professors questioned agreed 
that the story at least has liter­
ary merit. Opinions were gen­
erally that there was needless use 
of indecent wording. One profes­
sor said he objected to the story, 
not because of the strength of 
the language, but because it was 
not as objective and realistic as 
it pretended to be.
Professor Walter R. Whitney 
said, “ It isn’ t at all necessary 
to boil the student literary maga­
zine down to a colorless nothing - 
but quality is important.”
The Deans of Men and Women 
were consulted. They both agreed 
they would rather not have the 
story in the magazine. They ques­
tioned the reality of the situation
and the tone of the story.
Health Center Director said, 
“ the story is extremely realis­
tic, like garbage is realisite.” 
The magazine’ s adivsor, T er­
rell, said “ It was the best story 
we had for the magazine. It needs 
more work if he wants to sell it. 
The characters are a little one­
sided as it stands now.”
The controversy may have  
calmed down o^er the Christmas 
vacation, but if UMaine is any­
thing like UNH, there will be a 
flare up again when the spring 
edition of SHOWCASE appears, 
with or without “Erebus.”
Overheard
Overheard in men’ s john in 
library: “Check this, Adrian.”
“What’ s that Praxiteles?”
“ It says here, ‘He who sits all 
day on pat is bound for sore 
life.’ ”
“ Hey, Praxiteles, are you sure 
that’ s pat?”
“ Well, I don’ t know, Adrian, 
Maybe it isn’ t pat but something 
else .”
“ I’ m pretty sure it’ s some­
thing else.”
“ Let’ s wait and see.”
Discover the difference in the
h P 'i lV C h  I p t ^  ^ d if fe r e n t from  other cars 
v y #  r C /  t / f  \J t\D  t/O  fjg from  each other)
g^U V\rnf\r rp'T a w a.f t  Chevrolet Impala Sport CoupeLnrj VKULhl —As roomy a car as Chevrolet s ever built.
When you take in everything, there’s more room inside moved forward to give you more foot room. So, besides 
this car than in any Chevrolet as far back as they go. It’s the way a ’65 Chevrolet looks and rides, we now have 
wider this year and the attractively curved windows help one more reason to ask you: What do you get by paying 
to give you more shoulder room. The engine’s been more for a car—except bigger monthly payments?
Corvair Corsa Sport Coupe
CORVAIR—The only rear engine American car made.
You should read what the automotive magazines say can touch its styling. They say if you haven’t driven a 
about the ’65 Corvair. They’re wild about its ride. They new Corvair Corsa with a 180-hp Six Turho-Chaaaarged! 
think there’s nothing else this side of the Atlantic that you just don’t know what you’re missing.
Drive something really new — discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer’s
Chevrolet •  CheveUe • Chevy I I  • Corvair • Corvette
130 Freshman In 
Early Decisions
The University has admitted 
130 students for next fall’ s fresh­
man class under its “ early de­
cisions” program.
Director of Admissions Leslie 
L. LaFond said that while Dec. 
31 was the deadline for such 
applications, some materials are 
still being processed and addi­
tional acceptances are expected 
during January.
The program, now in its fourth 
year at UNH, assures qualified 
high school seniors who apply 
before Jan. 1 of a place in the 
college of their choice.
Approximately 40 transfer stu­
dents are expected to come to the 
Durham campus in February for 
the second semester of the cur­
rent academic year. They will be 
joined by about 150 former UNH 
students who have been absent 
from the campus for more than 
a semester and are bing re­
admitted.
Due to the University’ s tight 
housing situation, all new second 
semester students are being ac­
cepted on the condition that they 
make their own housing arrange­
ments.
LaFond said that applications 
for next fall’ s 1,600-member 
freshmen class, largest in UNH’ s 
history, are increasing daily. He 
received 425 applications when a 
three-day backlog of mail greeted 
the admissions office after the 
Christmas holidays.
UNH received 3,000 more ap­
plications than it was able to ac­
cept for this past year’ s fresh­
man class.
The University anticipates that 
it will be able to admit every 
qualified New Hampshire student 
who applies, despite the fact that 
college applications will set new 
records across the nation this 
year.
MAKE USE OF 
THIS ASSET
At this time, youth is probably 
your greatest asset. Let me ex­
plain to you what real value it 
has if you begin now planning 
and purchasing a life insurance 
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Student Legislator Plans 
To Oppose Speaker Ban
By Carol Chipman
Ray McEachern, a senior Gov­
ernment major, is one of three 
student members of the New 
Hampshire state legislature this 
year. He was elected November 3, 
in Portsmouth.
As a UNH student, Ray is es ­
pecially interested in the bills 
which will effect the University.
In the present legislative ses­
sion there will be two important 
bills introduced which will di­
rectly concern UNH.
The first is the proposed 
Speaker Ban, aimed directly at 
last year’ s trouble over Com­
munist speaker George Rockwell. 
Ray feels that speaker policy at 
UNH should be a function com­
pletely of the University itself in 
cooperation with the students, and 
should not be ruled over by the 
state. He doubts that the bill will 
pass because the legislators are 
“ a lot more sophisticated than 
people give them credit for be­
ing.” He plans to do all he can 
to oppose the bill.
The second bill to effect UNH 
directly is the appropriation for 
$26 million, backed by Governor 
King in his inaugural address. 
Ray feels this appropriation 
asked for by President McConnell 
should be little trouble in getting 
by.
Ray ran for the legislature be­
cause he felt the experience would 
be advantageous for his political 
career. State legislature pay is 
negligible and positions are not 
desired by career men. The pay 
does help Ray as a student, how­
ever.
Ray has no plans to run for the 
next session of the State Legis­
lature, but wants to continue his 
studies at Boston University Law 
School next fall.
The six month legislative ses 
Sion lasts from January to July 
and meets Tuesdays, Wednes­
days, and Thursdays from 11 a.m. 
until 2:00 p.m. to 5 p.m., de­
pending on the work schedule for 
that day.
Last semester, he had no 
trouble selecting courses which 
did not conflict with these meet 
ings, but it may not be so easy 
with the new form of pre-regis­
tration. Ray said that he has not 
yet talked to Mr. Durgin about 
this, but hopes to plan a sche­
dule of early morning, late after­
noon, and p e r h a p s  evening 
classes.
Faculty Leaves . . . .
(Continued from page 3)
University of Southern Cali 
fornia.
Granted leaves for the first 
semester of the 1965-66 aca­
demic year are:
John W. Hatch, professor of 
the arts, who will paint and do 
some foreign travel.
Thomas O. Marshall, profes­
sor of education, who will study 
the development of the compre­
hensive secondary school in Eng­
land since World War H.
George M. Moore, professor of 
zoology, who will continue his in­
tensive study of the nudi-branchs 
(commonly known as sea slugs 
and considered one of the most 
fascinating of marine organisms) 
along the New England coast and 
nearby Canada.
Thomas A. Williams Jr., as­
sociate professor of English, who 
will continue work on a novel 
begun while he held a Guggen­
heim Fellowship in 1962.
SPORTSW EAR FOR TH E ENTIRE FAM ILY
SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN  N EW  HAMPSHIRE
Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine i^ a lit j at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store 
Maplewood Avenue. Portsmouth, N. R .
RH)'S FAMOUS SHOE BARN
Cttieellatioiis 
of Famous Brand Shoes
Largest Showing of Campus 
Shoes in Area
35 Broadway St. Dover, N. H.
Open 9 - 9  (Mon. - Sat.)
Senate Must Now Salute Flag
By Carolina Bodner
A roll call vote was asked for 
at last week’ s Student Senate 
meeting and two thirds of those 
present voted to make the salute 
to the flag (United States) a for­
mal procedure opening all future 
Senate meetings.
As an amendment to the Sen­
ate Constitution, the motion does 
not say whether it is compul­
sory for all members to salute 
the flag. Foreign students and 
other non-citizens of the United 
States are eligible for Senate 
seats.
Dining Hall Committee
Because of the crowded condi­
tions at Huddleston Dining Hall 
twenty seniors holding punch 
cards who were formerly allowed
to eat there now have to eat at 
Stillings.
Senator Charles Douglas re ­
ported that the seniors signed a 
petition agreeing to eat only at 
the slow hours but Mr. Jutrus 
said this would not remedy the 
situation as the agreement would 
be too difficult to follow.
The students feel that they 
should be allowed some privi­
leges as seniors.
The Dining Hall Committee re ­
ported that although Mr. Jutrus 
made his decision firm, he might 
yield next semester when some 
students have left school.
Stillings Hail can seat 300 
students and serves 900. The 
crowded condition will be re ­
lieved when the downstairs area
is cleared of construction sup­
plies and opened as an extra 
dining facility.
New Businesses
Under New business an amend­
ment was proposed to change the 
number of Senators from ap­
proximately 1:50 to 1 for every 
75 students. Houses having fewer 
than 75 students would be com ­
bined and share representatives.
The motion was tabled.
UNH is not the only campus 
with food complaints. In a letter 
to the U of Maine student news­
paper, one co-ed wrote, “Where 
else could I be served raw roast 
beef full of material that looks 
and tastes like plastic.”
Graduation was only the beginning 
of Jim Brown’s education
Because he joined Western Eiectric
Jim Brown, Northwestern University, '62, came 
with Western Electric because he had heard about 
the Company’s concern for the continued develop­
ment of its engineers after college graduation.
Jim has his degree in industrial engineering and 
is continuing to learn and grow in professional 
stature through Western Electric's Graduate Engi­
neering Training Program. The objectives and edu­
cational philosophy of this Program are in the best 
of academic traditions, designed for both experi­
enced and new engineers.
Like other Western Electric engineers, Jim 
started out in this Program with a six-week course 
to help in the transition from the classroom to 
industry. Since then, Jim Brown has continued to 
take courses that will help him keep up with the 
newest engineeringtechniques in communications.
This training, together with formal college 
engineering studies, has given Jim the ability to 
develop his talents to the fullest extent. His present 
responsibilities include the solution of engineer­
ing problems in the manufacture of moly-permal- 
loy core rings, a component used to improve the 
quality of voice transmission.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, 
enjoy a challenge, and have the qualifications 
we’re looking for —  we want to talk to you! Oppor­
tunities exist now for electrical, mechanical and 
industrial engineers, and for physical science, lib­
eral arts and business majors. For more informa­
tion, get your copy of the Western Electric Career 
Opportunities booklet from your Placement Off icer. 
And be sure to arrange for an interview when the 
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.
M A N U F A C T U R IN G  A N D  S U P P L Y  U N IT  O F  THE B E L L  SYS TE MI V e s t c r n  E l e c t r i c
A N  E Q U A L  O PP O R T U N IT Y  E M P LO Y E R
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities □  Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. 
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.DTeletype Corp., Skokie, III., Little Rock, Ark.DGeneral Headquarters. New York City
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Personality and Style wedded
K7TTPBTiT!l
P R E P O S T E R O U S  PE :r s o i lA L S
Craft— Hands linked to 
Mind flavored) with Soul 
equals-—
$ 25 FOR EACH PREPOS­TEROUS PERSONAL
used in our advertising. 
Must be based on any of 93 
Study*Master titles. Open to 
students and faculty. Sorry, 
can’ t return unused entries. 
Send your entries to Study* 
Master Publications, 148 La­
fayette St., N. Y. C. 10013.
NEEDED: Sharp edged scis­sors, by Englishman too tied up by many knotty 
problems to get one himself. 
Send as swiftly as possible to 
Box 202 GT, Lilliputia.
R ic h a rd  F ra n k e f, H o fs tr a  C o lle g e
W’’A N T E D : Experienced surgeon for difficult car­
diovascular operation. Con­
tact Mr. Shylock, Box 275 
TMOV, Venice, Italy.
M ic h a e l R . Z a c c a ro , U n iv . o f P e n n .
Kn i t t i n g  l e s s o n s :Learn from an expert. You’ll lose your head over our revolutionary new tech­
niques. Write Mme. Defarge, 
Box 225 TOTC, Paris.
S usa n  A . H o o v e r, San  F ra n c isc o  S t a t e
St u d e n t s  find study*Master Critical Commen­taries, Chapter Notes, Po­
etry Reviews an^^rama Anal­
yses valuable study aids for 
comprehension, speed, refer­
ence, and improved grades.
Com plete selection at 
your College Book Store.$1
Office work in Europe is interesting
SUMMER JOBS 
IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
— You can earn $300 a month 
working in Europe next summer. 
The American Student Informa­
tion Service is also giving travel 
grants of $390 to the first 5000 
applicants. Paying jobs in Eu­
rope include office work, resort, 
sales, farm, factory, child care 
and shipboard work just to men­
tion a few. Job and travel grant 
applications and complete details 
are available in a 36-page illus­
trated booklet which students 
may obtain by sending $2 (for 
the booklet and airmail postage) 
to Dept. J, ASIS, 22.Ave. de la 
Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand 
Duchy o f Luxembourg. Interested 
students should write immedi­
ately.
The Master-Artist, Carlos Montoya
Photos By Gilmore
Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students—U.S. Citizens
NEEDING NOMINAL F IN A N C IA L _ I^  TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION THIS 
ACADEMIC YEAR —  AND THEN COMMENCE WORK —  COSIGNERS REQUIRED. 
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO 
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
610-612 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN. A NON-PROFIT CORP.
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVEm k k k
SAFE
NoDoz
KEEP A tERT TA BIETS
COFFEE
THE SAFE WAY t .  stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz^'^ keeps you mentally 
alert with the same safe re­
fresher found in coffee. Yet 
NoDoz is faster, handier, more 
reliable. Absolutely not habit- 
forming. Next time monotony
makes you feel drowsy while 
studying, working or driving, 
do as millions do . . . perk up 
with safe, effective N oD oz 
Keep Alert Tablets.




An undergraduate liberal- 




ART and ART HISTORY 
MEDITERRANEAN
STUDIES
Classes in English and 
French satisfying American 
curriculum requirements.
Institute students enrolled 
at the University o f Aix- 
Marseille, founded in 1409.
Situd^nts live in French 
homes.
Tuition, trans-Atlantic fares, 




2 bis, rue du Bon-Pasteur 
Aix-en-Provence, France
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Students Don’t Answer 
Phones, Operator Complains
By Brnce Fuller
Have you been sitting in your 
room studying and all of a sudden 
the telephone outside in the hall 
rings...and rings...and rings? 
Next time you’ re sitting there 
answer it, T-Hall operators sug 
gest.
One of the biggest headaches 
for the phone operators in T-Hall 
is that students don’ t answer the 
phones, according to Mrs. Bertha 
Johnson, the University’ s chief 
operator.
Last year, the University, in an 
effort to get students to answer 
the telephones, threatened to ̂ ke 
out the telephones in several dor- 
mitories. The telephones are 
still in the dorms and the prob-
The Switchboard: as students 
see it
lem still exists. It makes extra 
work for the operators, who ring 
the telephone manually when try­
ing to connect long - distance 
calls.
Commenting on the problem, 
Mrs. Johnson said, “It means 
more to us to have them (stu 
dents) answer, than to tell the 
other party that there is no ans 
wer.”
“Girls answer more quickly 
because they are looking for 
dates!” Mrs. Johnson added.
The University telephone sys­
tem is a part of the New Eng 
land Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, which rents the equip­
ment to the University. The ten 
operators who man the switch­
board in T-Hall are payed from 
a special University account; this 
includes their supplies.
Six of the operators are stu­
dents who work on weekends and 
during the regular operator’ s 
lunch hours. Two operators man 
“ the board” from 7-11. It is in 
operation 24 hours a day, 52 
weeks a year.
Up until September 13, 1956, 
the telephones on campus were 
a part of the Durham exchange, 
which tied in with Dover. On 
that date, the University be­
came a self-contained unit with 
the switchboard set up in T- 
Hall. A PBX (Private Branch 
Exchange) System is located in 
the basement of T-Hall. This is 
a complex series of wiring and 
selectors which enable direct 
dialing to any telephone on cam­
pus.
After installation of this equip­
ment, a switchboard operator was 
on duty from 8 in the morning to 
11 in the evening. The rest of 
the time connections were made 
to the fire station. But as the 
University grew, so did the 
switchboard traffic as well as the 
need for operators to be on duty 
around the clock.
According to KentW. Martling, 
Assistant Treasurer of the Uni­
versity, the average monthly 
telephone bill at the University 
is $5,500. This includes adminis­
trative toll class and rental of 
the PBX System, the switchboard, 
and other equipment. He pointed 
out that the different departments 
are billed accordingly. Depart 
mental grants help defray the 
telephone expenses on those calls 
concerning the subject matter of 
the grants.
Sometimes a student may try 
to call someone on campus and 
receives no dial tone. This is 
because all selectors (line find­
ers) in the PBX System are being 
used. Operators refer to this as 
a “ call block.”
Many students have found that 
telephone numbers have been 
changed this year. Mr. Martling 
explained that this was done be 
cause “ ...during the d a y t i m e  
heavy use was on the 2 and 3 dig 
it numbers,” which were all ad­
ministrative phones. The dormi­
tories w e r e  the 4 and 5 digit 
numbers and were in heavy use 
night.”
“ This year, by switching half 
of the administrative with half 
of the student numbers we were 
able to cut down on the number 
of call blocks,” Martling said. 
“ This results on less wear on 
the equipment.”
The University switchboard in 
T-Hall controls all of the campus 
telephones except those of the 
student organizations located in 
the MUB. Mr. Martling said that 
the organizations have requested 
that they be connected with T-Hall 
but, “ At the present time they 
have used the maximum number 
of lines on the PBX System to 
the Union and none are now avail­
able.” Thus until lines are made 
available the student organiza­
tions, they will remain a part of 
the Durham switchboard.
The University residence halls 
are fortunate in that on-campus 
calls are free. At many other 
colleges, such as the University 
of Delaware, students pay for 
each call they make.
The University switchboard 
services approximately 6,000 
people through some 450 tele­
phones and their extensions. 
Twenty-five trunk lines connect 
campus phones to the outside 
and the operators are capable of 
doing long distance dialing.
The switchboard operators in 
T-Hall also act as information 
booth attendants. To add to their 
“burdens,” the o p e r a t o r s  re­
ceive telegrams and see that 
they are delivered. When asked 
what is the busiest hour for tele­
phone traffic on “ the board,” 
Mrs. Johnson and her co-work- 
er, Mrs. Rainey, answered that 
at night it is between 10 and 11, 
but for them it always seems to 
occur at the hour “ ...when we have 





“ I got in there and pushed for 
our University and we won,” said 
Dr. Herman W. Reske, asso­
ciate professor of German here.
“ The Federal Republic of Ger­
many stated that , it would give 
money for one more university 
German library in the United 
States,” he said.
“ ‘Why not us,’ I asked myself. 
Now, our library is one of three 
in the country to receive such an 
honor.” The others are Yale and 
the University of Colorado.
The gift includes 900 volumes 
of German books, periodicals 
and newspapers for the project. 
They also gave $3,758, 15,000 
marks, for furniture and acces­
sories to decorate the room.
Dr. Reske and other profes­
sors personally selected the vol­
umes donated. They were selec­
ted to avoid duplication with 
existing UNH library volumes 
and to build a foundation for a 
doctoral degree program. The 
books will be a bilingual collec­
tion.
The books will be placed in 
circulation and will be available 
to the public after being cate- 
logued. The room will be used 
primarily by graduate students 
as an information center and for 
seminar work in German.
Dr. Philip Schmidt-Schlegel, 
former German counsul in Bos­
ton made arrangements for the 
gift after visiting UNH and talk­
ing with Dr. Reske last year.
The 18 by 24 reading room ad­
joins the German book section 
on floor A of the library. It has 
modern furniture accented by 
wall to wall grey carpeting and 
beige walls.
Diplomatic representatives of 
the Federal Republic of Germany 
dedicated the reading room last 
Friday.
Winter Carnival 
Set For Feb. 18-21
Winter Carnival will be from 
February 18 to 21 this year. So­
cial events planned include an 
ice show, skating party, torch 
relay race, the choosing of a 
Carnival Queen, a snow sculp­
ture contest, a Carnival Ball, a 
snowshoe race, an old-fashioned 
toe strap ski race, a hootenany, 
a regular ski race, and an in­
formal dance.
First two events are tentative 
depending upon completion of the 
campus skating rink.
The snow sculpture judging is 
Thursday, the Ball Friday night, 
and the regular ski race and in­
formal dance on Sunday. The UNH 
Outing Club sponsors the week 
end.
to  dateA  — d a y t im e  a n d  d a te tim e
DOUBTING THOMAS? 
HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?
Christianity has more to offer than hope, it has positive 
proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold, 
described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious 
Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is 
free, non-Denomiqational, Christian. Martyn W. Hart, 
Box 53, Glen Ridge, N.J. 07028 (USA).
FARAH
Farah casuals are way out 
front in trim styling and 
wearing quality — always 
look right, fit right, feel right.
S U P E R
^ a r e x ®  by FARAH
A new high in slacksmanship, 
on ly  $ 6 9 8
FARAH M ANUFACTURING CO ., IN C. EL PASO , TEXAS
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Students Given $ 6 0 0 ,0 0 0  in ’64
Nearly 26 per cent of the Uni­
versity’ s undergraduate enroll­
ment - approximately 1,274 stu­
dents - were given financial aid 
by UNH during the 1963-64 aca­
demic year, according to figures 
released from the Financial Aids 
Office.
According to Miss Jane B. 
Stearns, financial aids officer, 
s t u d e n t s  received a total of 
$479,370 in assistance during the 
year throughtuitiongrants, scho­
larships and prizes. Other stu­
dents were awarded at l e a s t  
$80,000 in outside scholarship 
help, she said.
Total financial aid to students 
last year exceeded $600,000 in­
cluding University and National 
Defense Act loans and part-time 
University jobs held by under­
graduates. UNH loans accounted 
for approximately $50,000, and 
National Defense loans $125,000.
Miss Stearns estimated that 
financial aid figures for the cur­
rent school year will run approxi­
mately 10 per cent above those 
recorded in 1963-64.
Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut: Trinity 
College will suspend all men 
caught not wearing socks, the 
Trinity Tripod reported l a s t  
week. An organization of ad­
ministrative secretaries known 
as Sloppy, the social league or­
ganized for personal propriety in 
use, spurrned the action, the 
Tripod said.
Finals Are So Final-- 
O h , So Very Final
By Bruce Fuller
^ t a n l B Muse
my degree?”
If your degree is in Liberal Arts, Engineering, the Sciences, 
or Business Administration, you may very well find your 
route for advancement at IBM. The marketing and appli­
cation of computers offer opportunity to new graduates in 
a variety of ways.
At IBM, Data Processing Systems Engineers study the best 
ways to solve customer problems. They find the best 
methods and select the best equipment to handle each 
type of problem. If your college experience has taught you 
to organize information and approach a problem system­
atically, see IBM.
An IBM Data Processing Representative shows customer 
executives how IBM can help business become more effi­
cient. In selling to business, industry, government, or 
defense, you use your own initiative and individuality. Ad­
vancement comes as you develop skills acquired in college.
Thorough initial training will teach you the techniques of 
data processing and marketing computers. If you are look­
ing for opportunities to grow, join IBM. Your placement 
office can give you our literature— or make an appoint­
ment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer.
Interviews February 15-16
If you cannot attend the Interviews, write or visit the near­
est IBM sales office.
H. K. Warren, Branch Mgr. 
207 N. Main St.
Concord,
New Hampshire 03301 IBM
D A T A  P R O C E S S I N G
Not all professors give final 
examinations the same value 
when averaging them in with the 
final grade for the course. Some 
finals count as much as 50% of 
the final grade.
“The amount of weight given to 
a final should be a function of 
the aims of the course,” said
Women’ s Rules
(Continued from page 1) 
Sunday through Thursday nights; 
the second, weekends’ the third, 
major weekends; and the fourth 
nights following vacations.
The committee voted last Mon­
day night to present the proposals 
to the women’ s housing units for 
discussion and suggestions. The 
housing unit will vote on whether 
they are in favor of the propo­
sals or not. The senior senator 
from each housing unit will then 
vote Monday as her dorm has in­
dicated.
Dean McQuade, Assistant Dean 
of Students, is a member of the 
Women’ s Rules Committee and 
has the power to veto a bloc 
or all of the new proposals.
According to Terry Andrews, 
if the proposals are accepted 
they will go into effect the be­
ginning of second semester. 
“However,” she added, “ the first 
two blocs might not be able to 
be put into effect until the me­
chanics are worked out. Arrange­
ments will have to be made with 
housemothers and counselors to 
be on duty during the later hours.”
The special committee on wo­
men’ s rules who drew up the new 
proposals consists of; Terry An­
drews, Chairman of Women’ s 
Rules, Colleen Bosen, President 
Women’ s Interdormitory Coun­
cil, Elaine Chase, Chairman Wo­
men’ s Judiciary Board, Sallie 
Finnan, Executive Board Wo­
men’ s Rules, Jacqueline Flynn, 
President Panhellenic Council, 
Larry Golden, President Student 
Senate, Carol Ann Gregorious, 
Chairman Senate Social Com­
mittee, Judi Johnson, Vice Pres­
ident Women’ s Interdormitory 
Council, Lawrence White, Rep­
resentative at large, and Steve 
Wilkes, Student Senate repre- i 
sentative.
Mr. Rutledge of the Psychology 
Department. “ It should also be 
determined by the work done in 
the course,” he added. He felt 
that professors who require stu­
dents to write several papers 
during the semester should not 
count the results on the final 
heavily.
Sophomore John Davulis said 
that exams are good for freshmen 
and sophomore courses but not 
for junior and senior courses be­
cause “ ...when one enters his 
major field, he’ s there to learn 
something and finals are not as 
important as papers.”
One professor felt that final 
examinations “ . . . e n c o u r a g e  
cramming if they weigh to o  
much.” He said that a person 
more able to cram, but not more 
brilliant, does better. “ Boning 
(cramming) in many fraternities 
is standard procedure, no ques­
tion about it.” He said that most 
fraternities and sororities have 
at least ten years of exams on 
file.
Most students and professors 
support finals, because “The stu­
dent gets an integrated look at 
material in preparation for the 
exam.” But on the other hand, 
“psychologically you’ re not e- 
quipped to show what you have 
learned, because of the pressure, 
etc.” Sue Pierce said.
“C ircumstances m o r e  often 
then not have too great an in­
fluence on the final mark,” point­
ed out George McDonnell. Many 
students have two or more exams 
a day.
Professor Stewart of the Geo­
logy Department sympathized 
with students on this aspect. 
“Students should be able to reg­
ister knowing how the exam 
schedule will work out. This in­
formation should be available at 
the time of registration.” 
Nevertheless, final examina­
tions will continue to be a part 
of the college scene and as one 
professor explained, “ Tradition 
says that they are only a way of 
evaluating students, and nobody 
has thought of a better or more 
practical way of doing it.”
A want ad in the Colorado Daily; 
Male and Female Roommate 
needed •at Varsity Manor.
ONE RELIGION
People are segregated into different faiths because the 
ancestors of each accepted the faith o f the community 
where they happened to live, and each in turn accepted the 
faith o f the family into which each happened to be bom. 
Why not reject segregated religion and accept inclusive 
One Religion which offers one religion for all.
If you prefer One Religion, please send name and address 









Real Mashed Potato or F.F.
OPEN 9 a.m. -  7 pi.m. (Mon. -  FlrL)
10:30 a.m. - 7 pan. (Sat. - Son.)
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Wildcat Sextet Face Tough Test on Road
Coach Ruben Bjorkman’ s tra­
velling hockey sextet will close 
out semester activity one week 
from tonight (Jan. 21) when they 
meet powerhouse Providence 
College at the Friar rink.
The Cats fell below the .500 
mark again this past week as 
they dropped successive over­
time one-goal contests to Dart­
mouth and Merrimack College. 
UNH resumed their schedule 
Tuesday at Norwich and will be 
at Colby Saturday.
Goalie Colin Cl ark turned aside 
49 saves in the loss at Merrimack 
Saturday 4-3.Clark now has com ­
piled 229 saves while allowing 
3.2 goals per game.
Defenseman Brad Houston con­
tinues to lead the scoring parade 
having collected seven goals and 
nine assists through the first 
seven games, during which time 
the Cats were 3-4 recordwise.
UCotttt Topping 
YmCon Loop
Even without scoring sensa­
tion Wes Bialosuknia, the UConn 
Huskies continue to hold a slim 
lead in their bid to recapture 
the Yankee Conference title. The 
UConns, who have finished in the 
winner’ s circle 14 of the last 17 
years, lost their high sophomore 
scoring leader because of an 
ankle injury, but continue un­
beaten in the Conference ranks.
Connecticut, who met UNH 
Tuesday at the Field House, was 
3-0 going into the conference 
clash and was 9-2 overall. But 
right on the heals of the Huskies 
are UMass’ Redmen possessors 
of a 4-1 log in the YC. Mass is 
8-4 in all games.
Perhaps the biggest reason 
UConn is ahead is the scoring and 
rebounding of Toby Kimball. The 
6-8 all-conference star has av­
eraged 21.7 rebounds per game, 
second in the nation, and has 
scored 18.3 per game.
Franklin
Fri. - Sat. Jan. 15 - 16
THE BEATLES
A HARD DAY’S 
NIGHT
6:30 - 8:30







Tues. - Wed. Jan. 19 - 20












Behind Houston, is winger Dude 
Thorn with eight goals and a 
single assist for nine points,
Jon Milne, Barry Jones and 
John Gilday are right behind
with nine, eight, and six points 
respectively.
Despite their losing record 
through seven games, the Cats 
have outscored their opponents
37-23 mainly on the strength of 
their lopsided wins in the Yankee 
Conference tourney at the Uni­
versity of Vermont over the 
Christmas holidays.
The Thorn - Gilday - O’ Keefe 
line scored the most goals as a 
unit during the initial seven 
games of the year. The trio 
teamed for a dozen scores
P r o v id in g  p o w e r 
f o r  e v e ry  
e n v ir o n m e n t. . .
provides challenge for 
virtually every technical 
talent at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Being a technically trained man . . .  we assum e you  
are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and 
accom plishm ent and that you are looking for a com ­
pany possessing these same qualities.
If our assum ption is correct, we would like you to take 
a close look at us. For this Com pany, while solving the 
problem s of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest­
lessness which anticipates the challenges of tom orrow. 
And more im portant to you, it recognizes its engineers  
and scientists as the master key to its present success  
and future progress.
From a solid foundation of basic and applied research, 
our Com pany has gained a firm foothold in the land, 
sea, air, and space program s that are helping to shape 
our nation’s future. Our engineers and scientists are 
exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion 
for every environment. Should you join them , yo u ’ll be 
assigned early responsibility . . .  to apply you r engineer­
ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines . . .  
rocket engines . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
Such tra il-b lazing projects command the best of varied
talent. T h a t’s why yo u ’ll find at Pratt & Whitney A ir­
craft men with college tra in ing as d iverse as their 
responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities  
for professional growth are fu rthe r enhanced by our 
corp o ra tion -fin a n ce d  G raduate  Education Program . 
Y o u r degree? It can be a B .S ., M .S. or Ph .D . in: 
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL 
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY 
• METALLURGY • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEER­
ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt & 
W hitney A ircraft, consult you r college placem ent of­
ficer— or— write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering  
Departm ent, Pratt & W hitney A ircraft, East Hartford 8, 
Connecticut.
SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . .  POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN­
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
P ra tt &  W h itn e y  P ir c r a ft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH. FLORIDA




An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Cat Trackmen Set Records But Lose To Maine
Bob McCarthy, the leading scorer on the Wildcat’ s M Line 
of John Milne, Bert Myer and McC arthy, has scored four goals, 
the latest two in the 4-2 setback at Norwich Tuesday night. 
The loss was UNH’ s fifth as against three wins.
Losing is nothing new to UNH 
winter track teams, they have 
not won a meet in many a year, 
but last Saturday coach Paul 
Sweet’ s 12-man squad did them­
selves proud in a 67-44 loss to 
the University of Maine.
Wally Johnson was the Cats big 
man as he took first places in 
the 50 yard dash, 65 low hurdles, 
and the broad jump, plus finish­
ing second in the 120. His vic­
tory in the low hurdles set a 
new Maine-UNH meet record.
Jeff Reneau and Hal Fink both 
got in on the honors as they set 
a pair of marks. Reneau iDroke a 
meet record in the two mile run 
while Fink’ s 1:14.9 finish in the 
660 was a NH school mark.
Other Wildcats who finished 
well were sophomore Ray Meyer 
who pole vaulted 12 feet for a first 
place finish, Bruce Valicenti who 
took second in the hammer, Don 
Dean, a second in the 1000, 
George Estabrook a second in the 
one mile, and Jack Doherty, a 
third in the broad jump.
The Wildcat team will be at 
Northeastern this Saturday, for 
their second meet of the season. 
The remainder of the month the 
Cats will be idle but will re­
sume with two late February 
meets against MIT and Tufts, 
will meet Vermont March 6 and 
then compete in the Conference 
get together March 13 at UConn.











Hoop Team Drop Pair 
To Bates And UConn
The Wildcat basketball squad 
dropped their tenth game of the 
season, the 23rd of 25 going back 
to 1964, as they fell victim to 
powerhouse UConn 82-62 Tues­
day. Last Saturday the Cats drop­
ped a decision to Bates 77-64.
Paced by sophomore Ron Rit­
ter and all - conference center 
Toby Kimball, the Huskies were 
in front all the way and at one
time built their lead to 31 points 
with 7;02 remaining in the game.
Tom Horne had 21 markers to 
follow Ritter (25) while Ball had 
sixteen, one less than Kimball.
UNH is honrie against Dart­
mouth Saturday night and travel 
to St. Anselms next Tuesday. 






More than anything else, the freshman basketball team’s 
win over Bates last ^ turday signaled the start of respectable 
basketball at UNH. Perhaps pressured by scouting reports the 
frosh were slow to get untracked in losses to St. A ’s and Boston 
University.
But last Saturday coach Bill Haubrich’s lads put on a fine 
show for their first win of the season in whipping Bates Jayvees 
97-84. The two yearlings from the Granite State, Denny Hodgdon 
o f Rochester and Don Lamonthe showed why they were elerted 
co-captains as they continually pace4 the Kittens in a running, 
hustling style o f basketball.
Steve Seay also showed that he will be a man to reckon 
with in the Yankee Conference in the future. The 6-5 Maryland 
lad scored 22 points and banged the boards real hard. Dean 
Gaskfll a versatile 6-2 Melrose, Mass, native showed class both 
offensively and defensively.
Jeff Bussey (6-6) and Tom Vasquez (6-8) give coach Hau- 
brich some fine reboimding material as does 6-5 Dave Harkinson, 
a high school teammate o f Hodgdon.
Meanwhile UNH fans have just sit quiet game after game 
after game watching the varsity lose. The string was ten after 
Tuesday night and the Wildcats have lost 22 o f the last 24 games 
covering a span of two years.
*  *  *
Coach Paul Sweet’s track team may be weak in numbers, only 
thirteen on the squad, but are strong in material as was shown 
in their meet against Maine. The team lacks facilities, and 
what UNH team doesn’t, for practice. Another example is the 
hockey team which is beginning to feel the effects of practicing 
ten miles away from campus every day. Coach Bjorkman’s 
sextet won two games over Christmas vacation in the Conference 
tourney but have yet to win against a non-conference club.
IM Sports Wind Up
The intramural basketball sea­
son winds up tonight with a five 
game schedule starting at seven 
o’ clock. In the opener of the night 
Lambda Chi and Phi Mu Delta 
B teams meet; at eight, Tau Kap­
pa Epsilon plays Alpha Tau Ome­
ga; at nine. Kappa Sigma against 
Pi Kappa Alpha; at ten p.m., 
AGR plays Phi Kappa Theta and 
in the wind-up Theta Chi meets
the Chem Grads.
The program was directed by 
Jim O’Shaugnessy and Mike Al- 
pern.
Lambda Chi won the League A 
competition with a 5-0 mark while 
SAE was 4-1. In League B TKE 
lost their initial game to Phi 
Kappa Theta so ATO moved -into 
the top spot and Englehardt took 





Ebonite Bottom .............  $32*50
Flair Safety Toe Plate
With Tyrol Cable Release...........  15.00
Aluminum Ski Poles ................................ 5.00
$52.50
No Cnarge for Fitting
Bindings For $42.50
Because of Demand Offer Good Till Semester 
Break
HARDWARE HOUSE
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Peace Corps Signs Up Fifty Students; 
Testing And Assignment To Follow
By David H. Cohen
While debating the values of the 
Peace Corps, and philosophizing 
with students on its goals, the five 
man Peace Corps team on campus 
this week has signed up fifty pro 
spective volunteers.
Between now and Tuesday these 
men and women will take the 
Peace Corps test and await ac 






196i3 Oo(ryaif Monza 4 dr 
Ant. a real pu£P! $1795
1961 Corvair 700 Coupe Aut.
$1095.00
1960 Corvair^ Monza Coupe 
Aut. $1095.00
1956 Ford Coupe 






1961 Chev Impata 4 Dr. Sport 
Sedan, Y8. Ant. $1595
1961 Chev Impala Conv. V8. 
Aut. PS P.B. $1695
1961 Chev Impala 4 Dr. Sed. 
6 Cyl Aut. $1495
1960 Chev Impala 4 Dr. V8 
P.S. P.B. Auto $1195.00
1959 Chev 4 Dr. 6 Aut. Low 
Mileage $845
1958 Chev Bel Air 4 Dr. 6 Cyl 




Newmai^et, N . B .
Spring, summer, and fall train­
ing for those accepted includes 
three months of instruction in 
foreign language, U.S. history, 
history of foreign countries and 
physical fitness. Volunteers are 
also culturally prepared for the 
country they are going to work 
in.
Volunteers are able to develop 
a working knowledge of a foreign 
language within the three months, 
said Wayne Sprague, Student Sen­
ate Peace C o r p s  Committee 
chairman.
The training programs are 
held on c o l l e g e  campuses 
throughout the country. Dart­
mouth and the U of Missouri are 
examples.
Classes run from 8 a.m. to 
10 p.m. said Sprague, and are 
tough.
P h i l o s o p h i z i n g  himself, 
Sprague said, “Volunteers are 
somewhat selfish in that they want 
time to grow up a little." He 
said, however, “ I do believe they 
are sincere in their work once 
they get to a country where their 
work is needed and they know it is 
needed."
He said there are some 8,000 
openings for volunteers in Asia, 
Africa, South America and other 
places.
The countries themselves in­
vite the Peace C o r p s  to send 
volunteers, Sprague said. At 
present, Nigeria is the most 
desirous of attracting Peace 
Corps members and tells of po­
sitions from plumbing to physi 
cal education that need filling.
The pay in the Peace Corps 
is $75 a month. This is held in 
trust for the volunteer until he 
returns to this country. While on 
duty in another country, said 
Sprague, the worker receives 
“ little more than subsistence lev 
el" compensation.
Thirty-one UNH students and 
graduates have s e r v e d  in the 
Peace Corps so far. Though a 
high-school diploma is a prere­
quisite to acceptance, a college 
degree is not. Applicants must be 
18 years old and have no depen
DANTE’S
Ita lia n  S a n d w ich  
S h o p
MONDAY —  FRIDAY  
11:00 aon. —  1 p ja . 
4:30 p.m. —  12:00 p,m, 
SATURDAY A SUNDAY  
4:30 p.m. —  12:(M pjn.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH  
ORDER of FIVE or MORE 
10 Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.H. 
UN 8-2712









THE 8EACH BOYS 
CHUCK BERRY 
iAMES BROWN 
A THE FLAMES 
THE BARBARIANS 
MARVIN 6AYE 
BERRY ANO THE 
PACEMAKERS 
LESLEY BORE 
JAN ANO DEAN 
BILLY J. KRAMER 
A THE DAKOTAS 
SMOKEY ROBINSON 
AND THE MIRACLES 
THE SUPREMES 
THE ROLUNG STONES
T H E  F I R S T  A N N U A L
T A M I
T U M t t  A V t f t l  I M C  M U nU T lO M A A
tLlCIAOMOmtOM
dents under that age if married:
Peace Corps tours last about 
two years.
Dr. Charles Wheeler of the 
Chemistry Dept, is Peace Corps 
liason officer on campus and 
works with the Student Senate 
Committee.
Applicants a re  still being 
signed up, said Sprague.
Race For Space . . .
(Continued from page 1)
The MIT educated aatrouaul, 
was alSv, asked several personal 
questions about his wife, his re­




Linda Clarke On The Movies . . .
(Continued from page 4) 
can in Bogarrs crude and clumsy 
protestations of love to Katherine 
Hepburn; in James Dean’ s way of 
leaning against a fense rail, his 
hat over his eyes, swinging a 
rope around and around in the 
dirt; even in Marlon Brando’ s 
way of saying: “Get up you tub 
o guts!" - (“One Eyed Jacks"). 
American because these men are
“ My wife has a normal atti­
tude to my work. I married her 
when I was a jet pilot. She under­
stands that any job entails Cer­
tain dangers."
He did admit that he had anxie­
ties about his work, but that they 
were “ like an actor on an opening 
performance -  he wants every­
thing to go perfectly."
full o grandoise dreams of how 
to “ do it right" - the dreams are 
not necessarily big but they are 
so intensely believed in that they 
inflate and become imposing.
These men are constantly frus­
trated with their dreams and yet 
essentially unconcerned with the 
frustrations because they look 
over them and believe they can 
“do it right" anyway.
It is this kind of temper that 
has given this country the most 
complicated toothbrushes and the 
widest highways. And it is this 
kind of temper, a little in most 
every man, that will inspire 
Zarathustra-centered m o v i e s  
every year that, because of their 
visual impact, might someday 
replace Moby-Dick and Herzog 
novels.
B-52.8-engine jet bomber with range of over 9000 
miles. Backbone of the Strategic Air Command.
Are you ready lor a multi-million-dollar responsiblllly?
If you are, there’s a place for you on the 
Aerospace Team— the U. S. Air Force.
No organization in the world gives young 
people a greater opportunity to do vital, 
responsible work.
For example, just a short while ago a 23- 
year-old Air Force lieutenant made a start­
ling breakthrough in metallurgy. And a 
recent All-America tackle is doing advanced 
research in nuclear weapons, n  ^  jU bi 
It you have talent, you’ll have a Ua V* AlP
chance to show it in the Air Force. Your 
work can put you and your country ahead.
You can earn your commission at Air Force 
O fficer Training School, a three-month 
course open to both men and women. To 
apply, you must be within 210 days of your 
degree.
For more information, contact the Profes­
sor of Air Science. If your campus has no 
E u n n o  AFROTC, see your local Air 
r U I  w C  Force recruiter.
